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Historic Narrative
Brunswick has grown and shifted significantly over its history, and the past 60 years have
seen many new changes to the population and demographics. This summary presents
the highlights of these changes and predicts how Brunswick might change in the future.

1940 to 1990
The postwar baby boom and the continued use of the Brunswick Naval Air Station causes
a population growth of 140% between 1940 and 1990. In 1940, the Town’s population
totals 8,658 people, but by 1990 it reaches 20,906. Much of this growth occurs between
1940 and 1960 when the population doubles to 16,000. A growth spurt in the 1980s added
another 3,500 residents.
The household population grows faster than the group quarters population which includes
those living in dorms, assisted living facilities, and group navy housing. The household
population accounts for 90% of the Town’s residents. Between 1970 and 1990, it grows
by more than 30% while the group quarters population increases by less than 12%.

1990 to 2000
Growth in the household population slows while housing unit growth remains strong.
Between 1990 and 2000, the household population increases by fewer than 100
residents while more than 500 housing units are built. The decrease in average
household size accounts for this trend. Average household size decreases nationwide
due to families having fewer children and the baby boomer population aging, but
Brunswick’s growing popularity as a retirement center exacerbates the decrease in
household size. Additionally, the increasing cost of housing discourages many younger
families from moving into Brunswick.
The group quarters population shifts. The number of military personnel living in barracks
at the Naval Air Station decreases while the number of students living in dormitories at
Bowdoin College and the number of seniors in assisted living homes increases.
The number of housing units built each year increases. Approximately 45 new housing
units are built in Brunswick each year in the early 1990s, but by the late 1990s,
approximately 70 new housing units are built each year.
While Brunswick has a significant number of rental units, most new housing is owneroccupied, and the market share of rental units declines in all areas of town.
The population in rural parts of Brunswick increases much faster than population in more
urban areas. While 145 new urban housing units are built, more than 650 fewer residents
live in urban areas between 1990 and 2000. Meanwhile, rural areas add 381 new housing
units and 711 additional residents. Two major patterns explain this shift: households with
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children are moving to the Town’s rural areas while seniors settle closer to downtown for
its convenience and proximity to services.
Surrounding communities and the State grow faster than Brunswick. Between 1990 and
2000, Cumberland County’s total population grows 9% while Brunswick’s only grows 1%.
Maine’s population grows 4%.

2000 to 2010
Brunswick’s population decreases about 1,000 individuals because of the approaching
2011 closure of the Naval Air Station and an aging population. The population falls in all
areas of town besides rural western Brunswick which experiences a growth in population.
The group quarters population continues to change. The total number of individuals in
group quarters falls by about 15%. The student dormitory and retirement home
populations grow.
New housing projects increase in the early 2000s to about 110 new builds per year.
Housing construction slows when the 2008 recession hits. The distribution of rental and
owner-occupied units remains about the same.

2010 to 2020
The population of Brunswick remains at about 20,500 across the decade; however, the
population continues to shift to rural areas of town. The median age increases, but the
group quarters population remains the same. This may be explained by the fact that many
seniors who retiree to Brunswick live independently, thus driving up the median age but
not the group quarters population. The average household size actually increases from
2.19 in 2010 to 2.3 in 2017
While the population of Brunswick remains unchanged over the decade, the population of
Cumberland County grows by 10,000 people. While Brunswick may be attracting retirees,
the suburbs of Portland are growing more rapidly among all populations.
The building of new housing units slows substantially after the recession: the number of
new builds drops into the twenties after 2008 and rises to only 40 per year by 2015. The
yearly number of new built houses hangs just under 40 until 2018 when the number
jumped to 66, showing a partial recovery from the financial crisis to a more stable rate of
growth in construction.

2020 to 2030
The population of Brunswick is predicted to remain about the same over the next ten
years if not shrink marginally. Brunswick’s population growth stagnation will be caused by
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the aging and natural decline of Brunswick’s retiree population while the Town’s lack of
affordable or moderately priced housing may deter young families and potential residents.
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Population & Demographics
Population

The creation of the Brunswick Naval Air Station sparked two decades of rapid population
growth beginning in 1943. From 1940 to 1960, the population nearly doubled.
Population growth moderated in the 1960s and 1970s but jumped again in the 1980s and
1990s as the result of a real estate boom.
Brunswick’s population declined as a result of the closure of BNAS, but the change was
not more than 5%. The population stabilized and returned to growth of just under 1% after
the shock.
Brunswick’s Population 1820-2018

Household Population

Group quarters and household populations divide Brunswick’s people. The majority, 92%,
of Brunswick’s population is in households. In 2017, Brunswick’s household population
was 18,794. Brunswick’s household population has declined since 2010 due to the
closure of the BNAS, but experienced a growth of 1% from 2015 to 2017.
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Group Quarters

Bowdoin students living in dorms dominate Brunswick’s group quarters population of
1,729 individuals, but retirement homes do constitute a small proportion of the population.
Brunswick’s group quarters population has declined by about 300 individuals since 2000
due to the closure of the Naval Air Station which housed personnel in barracks.

Regional Population Changes

Brunswick’s stagnant population growth is typical for the area and the state overall. The
State of Maine’s population also remained unchanged over the period of 2010 to 2017,
experiencing only .1% growth. Cumberland County saw an overall growth of 3%, driven
by growth in Portland’s suburbs. The Brunswick NECTA experienced a 6% decline in
population over the period. Other neighboring towns to experience declines in population
were Bath and Topsham with 5% and 2% declines respectively. Harpswell’s population
remained just about unchanged. Durham, Freeport, and West Bath were the only towns
neighboring Brunswick to experience growth at 3%, 5%, and an impressive 13%
respectively.

Population Density

Brunswick’s population is most dense in the downtown sections of Brunswick, with the
highest density in the area encompassing Bowdoin College’s concentrated student
population. The western and south eastern portions of Brunswick have the lowest
population density.
Brunswick Population Density
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Population Distribution Changes

The population has shifted since 2010, with a general trend towards a loss of population
downtown and around BNAS and growth near Bowdoin College and in more rural
sections of town. Since the closure of BNAS, the census block that encompassed BNAS
and the neighborhoods immediately to the east have seen a significant loss of population.
Downtown and downtown fringe census blocks have generally experienced the most
significant losses in population since 2010. Main Street and its immediate area lost 626
residents in 7 years according to ACS data.
Generally, the rural sections of towns have seen modest increases in population, with the
greatest growth of 450 residents in the southernmost block of Brunswick containing Mere
Point and Pennellville neighborhoods and a mobile home park to the east of Maquoit
Road. The only rural block to lose population saw a loss of only 31 persons. The census
block containing Bowdoin College saw the largest growth in population with 655
additional residents, and the block containing former Navy housing, Thornton Oaks
Retirement Community, and the Arrowhead Road neighborhood added 551 residents.
Changes in Population by Census Block 2010-2017
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Household Size

Brunswick’s average household size has declined steadily since the midcentury. Recent
declines in average household size are due to the increasing popularity of Brunswick
among retirees who are likely to live alone or without children and the overall aging of the
population. High home prices are also a barrier to young families with children looking to
move to Brunswick; however, towns in Cumberland County including Falmouth and
Cumberland with higher home prices do see higher average household sizes than
Brunswick, demonstrating that the trend is more dependent on the type of residents
Brunswick attracts.
Recently the average household size has increased slightly, suggesting a leveling off or
end to the trend of decline. However, household data shows that the number of
households with children under the age of 18 has decreased since 2010. The increase in
household size is therefore not due to an influx of families with children, and an
explanation is hard to pinpoint. The total number of households has declined by about 150
from 2010 to 2017 while the population has remained steady.
Brunswick’s average household size is on par with the State of Maine, slightly smaller
than that of Cumberland County, and slightly larger than the Brunswick NECTA.
Brunswick Average Household Size 1960-2017
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Household size varies throughout Brunswick. Generally, households are larger in more
rural areas of town and smaller in downtown sections of town. The census block with the
largest household size contains Bowdoin College, Longfellow Avenue, and the
neighborhoods east of northern Harpswell Road.
Brunswick Household Size Distribution 2017
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Population Projections

The Maine State Economist predicts that Brunswick’s population will continue to grow
slowly into the mid-2020s before beginning to decline again. The population is predicted
to reach 20,620 in 2026 but decline to 20,363 in 2036.
Brunswick Population Projection 2018-2036

Group Quarters Population Change
Changes in the group quarters population are hard to predict because they depend
largely on policy decisions by private groups. The group quarters population may increase
moderately over the next ten years. Bowdoin is aiming to retain more of its
upperclassmen student population in on-campus dormitories, and Brunswick’s number of
retirees living in group quarters will likely increase as the population ages. This may result
in a group quarters growth of around ten percent in the next 10 years to a population of
around 2,000.
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Age
Maine is the oldest state in the nation, and Brunswick is not much younger than the state
in median age. Brunswick’s population has been aging consistently over the past fifty
years. In 1970, the median age of the town was 24.3, increasing to 27.5 in 1980, 31.0 in
1990, and 35.5 in 2000. Lengthening lifespans, lower fertility rates, and the aging of the
large baby boom generation drives the increase in the median age. Brunswick has also
become an attractive retirement center. Despite these trends, Brunswick’s median age
dropped between 2014 and 2017. This is an encouraging statistic; however, Brunswick’s
median age is predicted to increase moving forward.
Median Age Comparison 2000-2017
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Regional Comparison
Brunswick has a greater percentage of individuals over the age of 65 than Cumberland
County and the state of Maine; however, the Brunswick NECTA region has a higher
percentage of the oldest age cohort than Brunswick. Brunswick also has a lower
percentage of children under the age of 18. The high percentage of individuals 18-34 is
due to the presence of Bowdoin College which brings in a significant student population.
In Brunswick, the percentage of individuals under 18 and 18 to 34 has decreased from
2010 while the percentage of individuals 35 to 64 and 65 and over has increased.
Age Cohorts Comparison 2017
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While Brunswick is generally old everywhere, there are sections of town that are older
than others. The area of Bowdoin College is expectedly young as is the area of the former
Naval Air Station. The coastal regions of town are overall older.
Age Distribution by Census Block

Brunswick’s Shrinking Youth Population

Brunswick’s population under 18 is on the decline. Since 2000, the population of
individuals under the age of 18 has decreased by about 1,500 persons. The percentage of
the population under the age of 18 has declined from 23% in 2000 to 19.4% in 2010 to
16.5% in 2017. The shrinking population under 18 is reflected in lower enrollments in
Brunswick Public Schools.
The percentage of the Brunswick population under the age of 18 is currently less than the
overall State average of 19.3% and less than the Cumberland County average of the
same percentage. Brunswick’s population under 18 is even less than that of the
Brunswick NECTA which is generally older and which has an overall average of 17.8% of
the population under 18.
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Income
Brunswick’s median household income is slightly less than that of the Brunswick NECTA
area and lower than that of Cumberland County; however, Brunswick’s median
household income is higher than that of the state of Maine. Brunswick’s income has
increased nominally between 2010 and 2017 at a rate faster than that of the state and the
Brunswick NECTA region but slower than that of Cumberland County.
Despite nominal income growth, adjusting for inflation and changes in the CPI shows that
Brunswick’s real median household income has stayed consistent at about $58,000 in
2017 dollars over that past two decades.
Household Income 2000-2017

Brunswick
Cumberland
County
Maine
Brunswick NECTA
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2000

2010

$40,317

$50,117

$58,125

16%

$37,240

$46,933

$53,024

13%

$44,048
-

$55,658
$53,619

2017 % Change
2010-17

$65,702
$60,863

18%
14%
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Regional Comparison
Brunswick’s distribution of household income reveals that the town has more high-income
families than Maine and the Brunswick NECTA region but fewer than Cumberland
County. Brunswick generally has fewer very low and middle-income families than other
areas, but has more moderately low-income families earning between $25,000 and
$50,000.
Regional Household Incomes 2017
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Household income levels vary across Brunswick with a high of $94,000 in the census
block directly south of Bowdoin College which is primarily dominated by the
Meadowbrook development. Downtown Brunswick has the lowest median household
income around $35,000. Generally, household incomes vary heterogeneously across the
geography of the town.
Town Income Distribution 2017
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Educational Attainment
Even though Brunswick falls behind Cumberland County in earnings, educational
attainment in Brunswick is higher than that in the State of Maine and Cumberland County.
Brunswick has more professional, doctorate, and master’s degree holders than
Cumberland County and the state. The greater proportion of highly educated individuals
is likely due to the presence of Bowdoin College and many medical centers.
While there are more highly educated citizens in Brunswick, there are also marginally
more individuals without a high school degree or only some college education and fewer
individuals with a Bachelor’s degree.
Educational Attainment Comparison

Less than High
School
High School
Graduate
Some college
Bachelor’s degree
Master’s degree
Professional
school degree
Doctorate degree
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Brunswick 2007 Brunswick 2017 Cumberland
County 2017
12.7

6.2

Maine 2017
5.3

7.9

23.6

22.6

23.0

32.2

20.8

24.3

28.2

19.3

25.1
14.2

2.0
1.6

27.0
12.4

3.9
3.6

26.7
11.7

3.3
1.8

29.5
7.8
1.8
1.3
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Race and Ethnicity
While Brunswick is generally majority white, it has diversified slightly since the 2000
census and is more diverse than the State of Maine, the Brunswick NECTA, and
Cumberland County. The number of foreign-born individuals has stayed steady at about
3.6% of the town’s population, comparable to the statistic for the state. The recent settling
of a group of immigrants in Brunswick could be the start of a trend of more diverse and
foreign-born residents in Brunswick.
Brunswick Population by Race 2017
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